Simple, powerful print management

A C US T O M E R G U I D E T O PA P E R C U T M F

Top of the class in easy,
cost-effective printing
for schools
Whether you call it elementary, primary, junior, grade, middle, or
high school, simplify printing campus-wide to maximize budgets
and focus on what matters most: education.

Challenge
Schools want to print with minimal IT involvement, full visibility, and topnotch security. Moreover, it all needs to be easy for students while promoting
sustainable, cost-effective habits.
So if you have …

▶ stacks of wasted print jobs piling up
▶ students and staff printing with no accountability
▶ support requests racking up more hours than the day allows
▶ sensitive documents that need securing before, during, and after print
… PaperCut MF is the solution for you.

Within 10 minutes, Mobility
Print was installed on
all our Chromebooks. I
didn’t deal with a single
Chromebook printing
issue all year.
Dallastown Area School District

All these mobile devices
we’d invested tons of
money in, we couldn’t
use. Along comes Mobility
Print and bada-boom: our
problems are gone.
York Region District
School Board

A+ Google printing
As a Google Cloud Partner, we’ve
optimized PaperCut MF to work
brilliantly with Chromebooks,
and integrate seamlessly with
Google tools like G Suite, Google
Drive, and Google Docs.
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Solution

Benefit

PaperCut MF delivers simpler-than-ever printing that protects
student data, cuts costs, and reduces waste. Harnessing a
cross-platform and vendor-neutral approach, it’s the industry’s
go-to tool that just works – no matter your size, printers,
operating systems, or BYOD devices.

4 ways PaperCut MF
enhances the print
environment at
your school

1. Save money and the planet
PaperCut MF’s flexible policies encourage duplex and B&W printing, send large
jobs to efficient printers, and double-check if jobs should get the green light. You
can also allocate quotas to students and departments to restrict overuse and
bring costs front of mind.

1. Drastically reduce
waste to save money
and the environment

2. Gain insights to improve accountability
PaperCut MF’s 80+ built-in reports let you review behavior based on user, class,
or department to identify and fix trouble areas. Every report can be generated
ad hoc or scheduled to suit; and you can even create your own with custom
filters and ranges.

3. Free up time for admin and students alike
PaperCut MF helps IT with self-setup BYOD printing from any laptop,
Chromebook, tablet or mobile phone, automated reports, and quick syncing
through Google, Active Directory, Azure AD, and more. Need a bit of guidance?
Get DIY fixes from 700+ Knowledge Base articles, or reach out to a global
network of support staff and partners in your timezone, and often around
the corner.
Top MFD usability also lets students select accounts, change job settings, and
collect jobs at any printer. Teachers and students can also scan straight to
folders and cloud storage; and even search and edit smart scans created with
OCR (optical character recognition).

4. Double down on data protection
With PaperCut MF, jobs only release when the user authenticates at the
printer, drastically reducing uncollected printouts. You can also safeguard data
physically and electronically with end-to-end encryption, and protect ownership
with watermarks and digital signatures.

Contact us to explore more benefits and features
info@boyntons.biz | (800) 833-7768
www.boyntonoffice.com

2. Increase
accountability based
on new-found visibility

3. Cut down printing
admin so you and your
students can focus on
what matters most

4. Secure your
printing and maintain
confidentiality so you can
rest at ease

